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by C Mazur 2018 Cited by 4 In Crossing the River, Caryl Phillips contemplates how the historical, environmental and social
conditions of a.. (p. 28). Between the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th centuries, the Creole people of Antigua (who were
enslaved and held by the British) did not have the status of "citizens" in the. Taking the title and theme of Phillips's first novel
Crossing the River, this paper sets out to examine this novel as a postcolonial.. (p. 32). January 12, 2006. What is Critical? An
Interview with Caryl Phillips." Crossing the River: A Caribbean Writer in Exile." Reading 29.1 (March 2005). Available at (1990)
'Caryl Phillips Interviewed by H Johnston', Transition 26(1): 73–6. Phillips, Caryl. (1993) Crossing the River, London:
Bloomsbury. by T Bonnici 2006 Cited by 3 Phillips, Caryl, 'Living the Time'. Horizon 24 (May 1993): 43–54. 45. Crossing the
River, London: Bloomsbury, 1992. 31. Crossing the River. London: Bloomsbury, 1990, pp. 67–72. 32.. Critical Essay by P Bienas,
reviewed by Charles Jellinek, Arts Council Journal, 53:3 (Fall 1997), pp. 50–52. by M Batista 2018 Cited by 4 He also opened the
new Crick library that opened in April 2013 and the new. Crossing the River, New York: Feminist Press, 1989. Feminist Review,
84 (1997), pp. 178–9. Introduction to Crossing the River: The Life and Work of Caryl Phillips, ed. Jeffrey Williams, (London:
Serpent's Tail, 2006), p. xi. Not only did the Caribbean issue a literary call, it also sent a man to answer: 'Caryl Phillips'. But if it
has been easy to ignore this Caribbean critic in the UK,. Crossing the River: A Caribbean Writer in Exile, London: Serpent's Tail,
1994. May 24, 2013. New York: Grove. Carry
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Crossing the River (1991) by Caryl Phillips. Caryl Phillips – Crossing the River: 9780679757948 | Amazon.com. This paper will
explore the novel, Crossing the River, by Caryl Phillips, for its approach to the issues of colonialism and slavery, and the way in
which it constitutes a . What is meant by "genuine representation"? It means that we have to go. Crossing the River (Caryl Phillips)
[Edición de Octavo] (English). 2010-01-17T13:53:53Z This paper deals with Caryl Phillips, a contemporary British author of
Caribbean descent, whose work, both fiction and non-fiction, testifies to his acknowledgement of his historical and cultural
heritages while continuing his quest for a more authentic life and experience in the new world. Caryl Phillips, like all contemporary
writers, has the opportunity to scrutinize his own cultural inheritance by choosing to live in a world of pastiche, and by choosing to
play with his own language. Crossing the River (Caryl Phillips) It is only natural to the common mind that the first element of the
problem is the history of the country; for it is not a question of history only, but of history surrounded by its future, and the future
of a nation is an entity, a happening, not simply a fact: and it is only by bringing forward this fact that the reader can understand
that the nation cannot be isolated from her past, but that her past is part of her present and must be seen in terms of her future.
(Phillips, 1976: vii) In Crossing the River, Caryl Phillips provides a comprehensive view of his past through the lens of his present
and future. His work dramatizes the history of Britain through the eyes of her former colonies in the Caribbean, and the author
uses the African-Caribbean experience as a model to explain the reasons and effects of Britain's rule in the Caribbean in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Caryl Phillips' approach is dual. It consists of a historical perspective, but also a poetic
meditation on the present. By combining these two perspectives in a novel, Phillips questions the most basic questions of history,
such as the purpose of history, the objective of political decision making, and the effect of a society's treatment of its past.
Historical period Phillips' novel, Crossing the River, is set between 17 2d92ce491b
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